Freshwater hosing experiments with a comprehensive coupled climate model and a coupled model of intermediate complexity are performed with and without global salt compensation in order to investigate the robustness of the bipolar seesaw. In both cases, a strong reduction of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation is induced, and a warming in the South Atlantic results. When a globally uniform salt flux is applied at the surface in order to keep the global mean salinity constant, this causes additional widespread warming in the Southern Ocean. It is shown that this warming is mainly due to heat transport anomalies that are induced by the specific parameterization in ocean models to represent eddy mixing. Surface salt fluxes tend to move outcropping isopycnals equatorward. As the density perturbation originates at the surface, changes in isopycnal slopes are generated that lead to anomalies in the bolus velocity field. The associated bolus heat flux convergence creates a warming enhancing the bipolar seesaw response, particularly in the Southern Ocean. The importance of this mechanism is illustrated in coupled model simulations in which this parameterization in the ocean model component is switched on or off. Additional experiments in which the same total amount of freshwater is delivered at rates 10 times smaller show that the effect of the global salt compensation is not important in this case, but that the eddy-mixing parameterization is still responsible for a substantial temperature response in the Southern Ocean.
Introduction
The currently most promising hypothesis regarding the characteristic surface temperature pattern associated with abrupt climate change is the "bipolar seesaw" (Broecker 1998; Stocker 1998; Clark et al. 2002b; EPICA Community Members 2006) , which is based on the observation that the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) causes a substantial south-to-north heat transport in the Atlantic Ocean (Bryden and Imawaki 2001) . This transfer of heat from the Southern to the Northern Hemisphere in the Atlantic Ocean cools the South Atlantic if the MOC is active (Crowley 1992; Stocker et al. 1992b) . This is readily seen in experiments using climate and ocean models of various complexities in which the MOC is shut off by changing the surface buoyancy balance (e.g., see Stouffer et al. 2006 for a recent summary). A shutoff of the Atlantic MOC affects the climate system on a global scale both in the atmosphere and in the ocean. There are also important implications in the Tropics (e.g., a reduction in the Atlantic MOC causes the intertropical convergence zone to move southward into the warmer hemisphere; Timmermann et al. 2005b; Zhang and Delworth 2005) . The strongest changes are consistently simulated in the North Atlantic. However, the far-field response is uncertain and varies from model to model. Two comprehensive coupled climate models actually simulated temperature changes in the Southern Ocean that did not even agree in sign (Stocker 2002) .
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the sensitivity of the far-field response to the forcing applied in freshwater experiments. Restoration of the global salt balance is often chosen in such experiments by applying globally uniform corrections. These generally have small effects, but we find that under particular model setups and in the case of large perturbations, their presence may define the sign of the far-field response in certain areas of the Southern Ocean.
The response of the ocean circulation to this correction is linked with the way mixing is parameterized in ocean model components. Subgrid-scale mixing in ocean models is classically represented as lateral diffusion of momentum, heat, and salt. But in order to account for the fact that mixing is most efficient along isopycnal surfaces, the mixing tensor is usually rotated (Redi 1982) . Eddy-induced mixing is also shown to be important and is parameterized in ocean models using the Gent-McWilliams (GM) scheme (Gent and McWilliams 1990; Gent et al. 1995) . In the GM scheme, eddyinduced mixing is represented as an additional velocity field, the bolus velocity, which is proportional to the slope gradient of the isopycnals. Where isopycnals are steep, this bolus velocity contributes substantially to the general circulation (Danabasoglu et al. 1994 ) with their strongest effect in the Southern Ocean. Since the restoration of the global salt balance induces surface buoyancy fluxes, which change the position of outcropping isopycnals, an anomalous bolus velocity is expected. Here we quantify the effect of changes in the bolus velocity and show their important role in producing sea surface temperature anomalies.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the two coupled models and the experimental setup. Section 3 discusses the ocean model response to various freshwater fluxes. A dynamic feedback producing characteristic far-field responses is presented in section 4, and the time evolution of different heat source components is given in section 5. Conclusions follow in section 6.
Model setup and experiments
The first model we use is the Community Climate System Model, version 3 (CCSM3), developed at the National Center of Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in the low-resolution version (Yeager et al. 2006) . This model has a T31 resolution in the atmosphere and a 3°r esolution in the ocean increasing to 0.9°toward the equator. To best resolve the North Atlantic in such a coarse-resolution version, the pole was put onto Greenland slightly farther south than in the Community Climate System Model, version 2 (CCSM2), thereby improving the resolution of important basins such as the Labrador and Greenland Seas. We use the 25-layer configuration in the ocean; vertical diffusivity is set at 0.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 m 2 s
Ϫ1
. The model produces a stable MOC in the Atlantic at about 16 Sv (1 Sv ϵ 10 6 m 3 s
), which unlike in the low-resolution version of CCSM2 is stable and consistent with observational estimates (Ganachaud 2003; Talley et al. 2003) . The model does not require flux adjustments and provides a good climatology within the realm of the resolution (Yeager et al. 2006) . It is therefore an excellent tool for long-term simulations and for ensemble simulations, which are both required in paleoclimate modeling.
The CCSM3 model simulations comprise a control simulation of 180 yr under 1990 conditions, starting from the 800-yr simulation performed at NCAR (Yeager et al. 2006) , and two different freshwater experiments summarized in Table 1 . The ocean model employs a free-surface scheme; however, the freshwater flux perturbation is introduced as a virtual salt flux using a mean salinity of 34.7 for conversion. This has the potential to distort large freshwater fluxes (Griffies 2004) . The freshwater flux is delivered into the North Atlantic between 50°and 70°N at a maximum value of 2 Sv. The flux increases linearly in time for 100 yr to the maximum and then decreases linearly to 0 Sv over the following 100 yr (Fig. 1) . This corresponds to a maximum of 18 m of sea level rise, which is of the order of reconstructions of conditions during the last ice age (Lambeck and Chappell 2001; Yokoyama et al. 2001) . All simulations are then carried forward in time to investigate the long-term evolution of the MOC and other oceanic and atmospheric variables, which will be discussed elsewhere.
The freshwater delivered to the North Atlantic causes a substantial reduction of the MOC that evolves on the time scale of the forcing. The minimum MOC at about 4-6 Sv is achieved toward the end of the perturbation (around year 200). In none of the experiments does the MOC collapse completely even under such strong forcing. Furthermore, in both experiments we observe a recovery of the MOC to a strength that is similar to that at the start of the experiments. This recovery evolves on a much longer time scale than the reduction of the freshwater flux. It takes several centuries to achieve the initial strength of the MOC. This time scale appears to be a robust feature of the MOC response in those models in which the MOC recovers, and it is independent of model complexity (Manabe and Stouffer 1994; Stocker and Schmittner 1997) . However, some models indicate that if thresholds are crossed, the Atlantic MOC does not recover and stabilizes at a different equilibrium state (Stocker and Schmittner 1997; Manabe and Stouffer 1999; Mikolajewicz et al. 2007) .
In experiment cFC20, the global salt balance was maintained. This was achieved by extracting the same amount of freshwater uniformly from the remaining ocean surface (i.e., adding salt to the surface layer). This procedure is frequently used when one is interested in the effect of the changes of ocean circulation without changing the global salt concentration and hence keeping the sea level almost constant (Stocker and Wright 1991; Vellinga and Wood 2002; Knutti et al. 2004; Saenko et al. 2004 ). Other simulations have not used global salt compensation (Mikolajewicz and Maier-Reimer 1994; Manabe and Stouffer 1997; Rind et al. 2001a; Timmermann et al. 2005b; Stouffer et al. 2006) . To investigate the effect of this globally uniform salt flux, we have repeated the experiment applying the 2-Sv perturbation without global salt compensation (cFN20).
In the following analyses, the perturbed experiments are compared with cCTRL using decadal averages, and focusing on the decade from years 100 to 110, the time of maximum freshwater delivery to the North Atlantic. Additional simulations with a maximum freshwater flux of 0.5 and 1 Sv have been performed. They are not discussed here because all results scale reasonably well with the perturbation.
To investigate the direct influence of the GM parameterization on the temperature changes in response to the freshwater flux forcing, we repeated the simulations with a global climate model of intermediate complexity, the ECBilt-CLIO model (version 3). The atmospheric component ECBilt is a global three-layer model with T21 resolution (Opsteegh et al. 1998 ) based on quasigeostrophic adiabatic dynamics. Ageostrophic and diabatic forcing terms are added to the prognostic vorticity and thermodynamic equations. The radiation code is linearized for the present-day climate state. The atmosphere is coupled to a fully three-dimensional primitive equation ocean model CLIO (Goosse and Fichefet 1999) , which includes a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model. In CLIO, the North Atlantic and the Arctic are represented on a rotated grid, while elsewhere the classical longitude-latitude grid is used. The horizontal resolution is 3°ϫ 3°, vertically the ocean is resolved by 20 unevenly distributed z levels. The atmosphere and ocean are coupled by the exchange of heat, momentum, and freshwater. The hydrological cycle is closed by a land bucket model for soil moisture and river runoff is included. However, a small freshwater flux correction is TABLE 1. Summary of experiments using the low-resolution version of NCAR CCSM3 (prefix "c" in the experiment label), and the intermediate complexity model ECBilt-CLIO (prefix "e") . "F max " denotes the peak freshwater flux input into the North Atlantic, "comp." indicates a globally uniform salt flux that compensates the freshwater flux into the North Atlantic in order to keep the global mean salinity constant, and "duration" is the length of the integrations. GM indicates whether the eddy-induced tracer transport parameterization is active or not. Simulations without GM parameterization are labeled with suffix "n." 
Expt
needed in the North Atlantic and North Pacific to obtain a realistic salt distribution with fresher (saltier) North Pacific (Atlantic) waters. Perturbations are applied as real freshwater fluxes (Tartinville et al. 2001 ). ECBilt-CLIO simulates a stable and vigorous Atlantic MOC of about 26 Sv under present-day conditions (Fig. 1) . The model has been widely used to study the climate of the past and the role of the MOC during glacial-interglacial climate changes and its stability during warm and cold climate stages (e.g., Goosse et al. 1997; Renssen et al. 2002; Knutti et al. 2004; Renssen et al. 2005; Timmermann et al. 2005a,b; Flückiger et al. 2006; Krebs and Timmermann 2007 ). Here we take advantage of its low computational cost to produce a total of 10 multicentury integrations (see Table 1 ). First, we use the standard ocean model that uses the GM parameterization and apply the compensated and uncompensated freshwater flux forcing with peak values of 2 Sv. This enables us to compare results with those of CCSM3 and test the model robustness of the proposed mechanisms (experiments eFC20 and eFN20). Second, we switch off the GM-mixing scheme and repeat the compensated and uncompensated simulations (experiments eFC20n and eFN20n). As in the more complex model CCSM3, the freshwater forcing causes a very similar response of the MOC in ECBilt-CLIO: a fast reduction of the MOC in all four experiments and a slow recovery over several centuries when the forcing has been switched off (Fig. 1) .
To assess the importance of the amplitude and duration of the compensating salt flux for the GM effect, we performed the same set of experiments with ECBilt-CLIO delivering the same total amount of freshwater but with a maximum amplitude of only 0.2 Sv delivered to the North Atlantic over 2000 yr (Table 1) , rather than 200 yr.
Model response at the surface and in meridional basin sections
Figure 2a compares the sea surface temperature (SST) response of the two simulations cFC20 and cFN20 at the time of maximum freshwater delivery to the Atlantic Ocean (mean from years 100 to 110) in the Northern Hemisphere. Both experiments show the characteristic cooling of the Northern Hemisphere, particularly in the northern North Atlantic. The maximum cooling of the SST is 8.3 K and occurs south of Iceland due to the cessation of deep-water formation at that location in the model. The model also exhibits a prominent but localized warming around 40°N in the North Atlantic, a feature that appears to be characteristic of this low-resolution version of CCSM3 (Bryan et al. 2006 ), but that is also indicated to a much lesser extent in the averaged response of a number of other models to a freshwater perturbation (Stouffer et al. 2006) .
Both experiments exhibit a southward spreading of colder waters along the eastern side of the North Atlantic basin. This is primarily due to the advection of waters from the north (colder) by the subtropical gyre circulation. This flow is also subducted and causes a significant cooling signal in the interior of the North Atlantic Ocean of the upper 1000 m between 15°and 35°N (see Fig. 3 ).
The two experiments also share the warming response in the South Atlantic Ocean, which is the essence of the seesaw response associated with changes in the Atlantic MOC (Fig. 2b) . This warming is enhanced at the eastern side of the basin due to the combined effect of changes in the gyre circulation and reduced upwelling owing to a decrease of the southeasterly trade winds (Timmermann et al. 2007 ). Furthermore, in both models equatorward currents diminish as a result of an overall weakening of the overturning circulation.
As shown earlier (Timmermann and Goosse 2004 ) this leads to a reduction of the supply of cold waters from the South Atlantic and hence an anomalous warming in certain areas of the South Atlantic.
The effect of flux compensation is most evident in the Southern Ocean: cFC20 shows warming throughout this area, whereas for cFN20 this warming is limited to a relatively small region south of Africa and Australia.
Zonal mean meridional sections in the Pacific and Atlantic basins illustrate the vertical structure of temperature and salinity anomalies around year 100 of the freshwater experiments (Fig. 3 for the Atlantic). In the Pacific sector (not shown), temperature changes are generally confined to the upper 1 km except for a cooling around Antarctica in cFC20. The subsurface Northern Pacific warms due to the freshening of the surface waters (Fig. 2a) . The freshening stabilizes the upper layers and reduces vertical mixing of colder surface waters into the interior. The strong surface freshening is caused by a reversal of the Bering Strait throughflow in FIG. 3 . Changes in temperature in K (colors) and salinity in psu (SSS, contours) zonally averaged from 70°W to 20°E covering the Atlantic basin and averaged over 10 yr starting at year 100 for experiments (top) cFC20 and (bottom) cFN20. Below a thin layer of very cold and fresh water, there is widespread warming in the Atlantic due to the cessation of the MOC that injects relatively cold water into the North Atlantic Ocean. both experiments (Hu et al. 2007) . During the freshwater hosing, freshwater flows from the North Atlantic into Arctic. The perturbation in the Atlantic causes a reversal of the Bering Strait transport and enables the fresh surface water to enter the North Pacific where it is picked up by the subpolar gyre. This produces the salinity anomaly pattern apparent in Fig. 2a .
In the Atlantic Ocean, the collapse of the MOC induces a strong cooling that is confined to the uppermost layers (Fig. 3) . Underneath, pronounced warming is simulated that is due to the absence of deep-water formation and injection of colder waters from the surface particularly during the winter seasons. However, the cooling between 20°and 40°N can be associated with the subduction of colder surface waters by the subtropical gyre from the east. Differences between cFC20 and cFN20 are minor for the cross section north of 40°S.
We investigate whether the basic pattern of northern cooling and southern warming as shown in Fig. 2 also occurs when the same amount of freshwater is delivered to the North Atlantic with a much smaller amplitude but sustained for a longer time. In experiments eFN02 and eFN02n, a triangular freshwater perturbation is applied for 2000 yr with a maximum amplitude of 0.2 Sv. The Atlantic MOC still reduces considerably, but the response is weaker than in the strong hosing experiments (Fig. 1) . The Atlantic MOC still reduces notably but the response is weaker than in the strong hosing experiments (Fig. 1) . The changes in sea surface temperature are shown at year 1000 of the experiment in Fig. 4 for the two cases with (eFN02) and without the GM scheme (eFN02n) but both without global salt compensation. The cooling is strong in both cases and essentially limited to the North Atlantic (Fig. 4a) .
In the case of slow freshwater delivery, the salt compensation is not the crucial mechanism to produce the warming in the Southern Ocean due to its very small amplitude (Fig. 4b) . Rather the presence of the GM scheme appears to be responsible for the warming that occurs in the Southern Ocean. The GM scheme causes a strong meridional overturning circulation in the Southern Ocean that advects surface waters southward. As the South Atlantic warms upon the reduction of the Atlantic MOC, this warming anomaly is advected southward by the bolus circulation and is then carried eastward by the westerly flow in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. The warming itself further enhances the additional overturning by thickening the isopycnals, an effect similar to that proposed by Keeling and Visbeck (2005) for a strong freshening of the South Atlantic. When this additional bolus circulation is absent (eFN02n), no warming is seen in the Southern Ocean (Fig. 4b) .
The attention is now focused on changes of water properties in the Southern Ocean. Figure 5 shows a zonal mean from 0°to 60°E of temperature changes and the associated changes of the isopycnals. Experiment cFC20 and cFN20 exhibit a different response. The warming in cFC20 reaches much farther south and is stronger. This warming would tend to move isopycnals downward and poleward. However, the figure shows that all the isopycnals in cFC20 have moved equatorward in the freshwater experiment around year 100 compared to the CTRL. The situation is very different in cFN20. Here the isopycnals have moved poleward as expected. The equatorward shift of isopycnals in cFC20 is caused by the compensating surface salt flux that is applied to keep the global salt balance. The change of isopycnal position from the surface affects the slope and hence has a direct effect on the strength of eddy-induced mixing that is parameterized using the GM scheme. This mechanism is presented in the following section.
A dynamic feedback associated with anomalies in bolus velocity
The warming of large parts of the Southern Ocean seen here in cFC20 and in other model simulations using salt compensation (Vellinga and Wood 2002; Knutti et al. 2004 ) cannot be understood solely by the effect of the bipolar seesaw because, as illustrated in Fig. 2b , it is, to a large extent, caused by the application of a uniform salt flux at the surface. There are various ways in which this additional perturbation could affect the temperature near the ocean surface. Additional salt destabilizes the water column and enhances convective activity. If the water that is mixed up toward the surface is warmer, then this would lead to a warming of the near-surface layers. However, in the annual mean, except for locations close to the Antarctic continent, the water column is stably stratified with respect to temperature. Therefore, this effect could only work on a seasonal time scale. During the austral fall, surface waters are cooled below the subsurface temperatures. If vertical mixing sets in, this tends to cool the waters below and warm them near the surface. Such subsurface cooling is not found in the area of interest (not shown).
An efficient mechanism, which is activated in ocean -1000 kg m Ϫ3 (contours) in the sector from 0°to 60°E coinciding with the area of major warming in the Southern Ocean (see Fig. 2b ). Shown are changes between control and means over 10 yr starting at year 100 for experiments (top) cFC20 and (bottom) cFN20. Isopycnals are shown for the control simulation (solid) and the mean over 10 yr starting at year 100 (dashed). In cFC20 the isopycnals move equatorward, whereas for cFN20 they move poleward. models using the GM scheme for eddy mixing, is associated with the meridional movement of near-surface isopycnals in response to anomalous buoyancy fluxes at the surface. The constant and uniform salt flux makes the surface of the ocean denser and hence moves the outcropping isopycnals equatorward (Figs. 5 and 6 ). Since this process operates at the sea surface, the changes in isopycnal location at depth are smaller and delayed. As illustrated in Fig. 6 , this leads to a general increase of the isopycnal slope. Ocean model components including the GM scheme respond with an anomalous bolus circulation, ⌬u*, which tends to restore the original slopes by an associated density advection. The result is enhanced meridional mixing. In areas where strong meridional temperature gradients exist, such enhanced mixing represents an anomalous meridional heat flux. This is particularly the case in the Southern Ocean.
The bolus velocity (Gent et al. 1995 ) is given by
where subscripts denote partial derivatives, and is an isopycnal thickness diffusivity. In the ocean model component of CCSM3 ϭ 800 m 2 s Ϫ1 , and ϭ 200 m 2 s
Ϫ1
in ECBilt-CLIO. If the bolus circulation occurs in an ambient temperature field, associated heat fluxes can be calculated. The convergence of the bolus heat flux, a "bolus heat source," is given by q* ϭ Ϫ١ · ͑u*T͒ ϭ Ϫu* · ١T, ͑2͒
where u* denotes the bolus velocity vector with ١ · u* ϭ 0 following from (1). We use the operator ⌬ to denote anomalies, that is, the difference between a quantity A of an experiment and the time average of that quantity in the respective control run, A,
The anomalous bolus heat source can be decomposed into three components:
The three terms on the rhs of (4) denote the heat source anomalies due to bolus velocity anomalies, temperature gradient anomalies, and correlations thereof, respectively. In the analysis below we report depth averages of (4) from 50-to 150-m depth. Figure 7 shows the bolus heat source anomaly in the Southern Hemisphere for experiments cFC20 and cFN20. The spatial extent of ⌬q* corresponds well with that of the temperature anomalies in the Southern Ocean. Consistent with this, experiment cFN20 shows warming only in a small area outside the South Atlantic Ocean indicating that a large fraction of the warming in cFC20 is actually due to this mechanism. Heating rates are on the order of 0.2-0.5 K yr Ϫ1 , which is more than sufficient to produce the temperature anomalies of 1-2 K around year 100. However, the bolus heat source is not the dominant mechanism in all regions to create the temperature anomalies. For example, in the South Atlantic, the warming is caused by changes in the current associated with the reduction of the MOC, as will be shown below.
A decomposition of ⌬q* according to (4) shows that the anomalous bolus velocity provides most of the heating, while changes in the temperature gradient are of minor importance. Correlations between changes in u* and ١T are also unimportant (not shown).
Since bolus velocities are typically much smaller than current velocities in most areas of the ocean, we need to determine the relative importance of heating anomalies caused by anomalies of current velocity and bolus velocity. Changes in Atlantic MOC imply large changes in the current velocity u, and therefore, this raises the possibility of large heating anomalies. We now compare FIG. 6 . Schematic illustration of the effect of a surface salt flux on the position of isopycnals. Outcropping isopycnals in the Southern Ocean (solid) move northward to a new position (dashed) when a surface salt flux is applied. As the effect is surface controlled, the response at depth is smaller. This leads to an increase in the steepness of the isopycnals and, using the Gent and McWilliams (1990) parameterization, results in an induced anomalous bolus circulation ⌬u*.
the bolus heating rate anomalies ⌬q* with those caused by changes in the current velocity,
for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Figure 3 indicated strong subsurface warming in the northern North Atlantic the cooling below about 40°N. Anomalies of ⌬q correlate well with these temperature patterns. A decomposition of (5) analogous to (4) reveals that most of the cooling in the midlatitude Atlantic is due to current changes that suggests that this is caused by a changed strength and northward shift of the subtropical gyre. Incidentally, this is also the reason for the conspicuous warming tongue visible in Fig. 2a . Conversely, the subsurface warming north of 40°N is mainly caused by changes in the temperature gradient, which is the result of an efficient inhibition of convective mixing when the surface freshwater flux is applied. In the Northern Hemisphere, ⌬q* is small and has a negligible effect on the temperature structure. Only in a small area in the western North Atlantic where large temperature, and hence density, anomalies are caused by a shift of the subtropical gyre, are ⌬q* identified, but they are still overwhelmed by ⌬q. Using a coupled model of intermediate complexity, we now show the dependence of the bolus heat convergence on the mixing parameterization employed in the ocean model component. The EcBilt-CLIO model is run under present-day conditions with GM mixing on (eCTRL) and off (eCTRLn). Experiments eFC20 and eFC20n are simulations with salt compensation and GM mixing on and off, respectively. Analogously, eFN20 and eFN20n are the corresponding experiments without compensation. With these four additional simulations the effect of the salt compensation can be quantified for the cases of GM mixing on or off. Also, one can determine the effect of the GM scheme for salt compensation on or off. FIG. 7 . Depth-averaged temperature anomaly from 50-to 150-m depth in K (color) and bolus heat source anomaly, ⌬q* (contours), averaged over the same depth in K yr Ϫ1 for the Southern Hemisphere: (top) cFC20 and (bottom) cFN20. The extended warming area in cFC20 correlates well with positive anomalies of ⌬q*. Contour levels for ⌬q* are Ϯ(0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 6, . . .) K yr
. Values are calculated from decadal averages from years 100 to 110, the time of maximum forcing. Figure 8 shows the difference of the depth-averaged temperature anomalies around year 100 in the Southern Hemisphere between the compensated and the noncompensated runs. When GM is switched on (Fig.  8, top) the warming due to the compensation is substantial and widespread. The effect is weaker if GM is off (Fig. 8, bottom) , which demonstrates the key role of the GM scheme in enhancing the warming response when compensation is applied. This is consistent with the finding in experiments eFN02 and eFN02n (Fig. 4) that GM mixing is crucial in spreading the temperature anomaly from the South Atlantic into the Southern Ocean.
Note also in Fig. 8 , that the differences in the South Atlantic for both cases are small. This is expected as the cause of the warming there does not depend on the compensation or the presence of the GM mixing but rather on the altered meridional circulation. To isolate the effect of the GM mixing, we calculate the differences (eFC20 Ϫ eCTRL) Ϫ (eFC20n Ϫ eCTRLn), and (eFN20 Ϫ eCTRL) Ϫ (eFN20n Ϫ eCTRLn) as shown in Fig. 9 . The GM mixing is responsible for an additional warming in most areas of the Southern Ocean in both the compensated and uncompensated case. However, the warming becomes more intense when salt flux compensation is applied.
These additional experiments using a different coupled model emphasize that the warming caused by anomalous bolus heat convergence is a robust mechanism, at least within the framework of these two rather different models. The spatially uniform salt flux compensation induces surface buoyancy fluxes and an indirect thermal effect that cannot be neglected in ocean models using the GM-mixing scheme.
Evolution of the different heating components during a freshwater experiment
To quantify the role of the different terms in (4) during the freshwater experiment, we calculate mean FIG. 8. Temperature differences in K between a compensated and noncompensated experiment for (top) GM parameterization on (eFC20 Ϫ eFN20) and (bottom) for GM parameterization off (eFC20n Ϫ eFN20n). Averages are taken over the years 100-150. Contours are salinity differences in psu between eFC20 and eFN20 (eFC20n and eFN20n), which illustrate the effect of salinity compensation. Simulations are done with the EcBilt-CLIO model. heating rates in two areas of the Southern Hemisphere based on the CCSM3 experiments (Fig. 10) . The first area covers the South Atlantic from 40°S-0°to 60°W-20°E (hereafter region SA), the second spans a large region of the Southern Ocean (40°-70°S, 10°-160°W, hereafter region SO). In region SA the differences between experiments cFC20 and cFN20 are small and not considered significant (i.e., the simulated patterns are robust and independent of the details of the freshwater forcing). Figure 11 compares ⌬q with ⌬q* in the South Atlantic. The warming cannot be explained by changes in bolus velocity as ⌬q* is actually negative. In contrast, the warming is driven by changes in the current, while the other contributions to ⌬q are small or even negative in sign. This is the major mechanism for the thermal bipolar seesaw (Stocker and Johnsen 2003) .
In region SO, the situation is opposite. Heating anomalies due to changes in current heat flux are negative throughout, but they are unable to cancel the large heating rates provided by bolus heat flux convergences (Fig. 12) . It is evident, that changes in the current velocity are small and ⌬q is mostly a consequence of changes in ١T. In region SO, the anomalies in bolus velocity are caused by the salt flux applied at the ocean surface, and most of ⌬q* is due to Ϫ (⌬u*) · ١T. This is also demonstrated by comparing the time series of the two experiments cFC20 and cFN20 as shown in Fig. 13 . For cFC20 the averaged warming is more than 1.2 K, whereas it is only about 0.3 K in cFN20. The temporal evolution of the warming closely follows the salt flux forcing, which increases linearly until year 100 and decreases from year 100 to 200. The heating rates are leading the temperature changes (Fig. 13, top) in cFC20. In cFN20, all components of the bolus heat flux convergence are small and uncorrelated with the warming.
To determine whether heating rates of about 0.3 K yr Ϫ1 are sufficient to produce near-surface temperature FIG. 9 . Temperature differences in K caused by the GM parameterization for a simulation (top) with freshwater compensation [(eFC20 Ϫ eCTRL) Ϫ (eFC20n Ϫ eCTRLn)] and (bottom) without salt compensation [(eFN20 Ϫ eCTRL) Ϫ (eFN20n Ϫ eCTRLn)]. Averages are taken over the years 100-150. Salinity differences in psu are small because differences are taken between two compensated and two noncompensated experiments, respectively. Simulations are done with the EcBilt-CLIO model. Note that the anomalies include the differences in the CTRL states that are, however, small (not shown).
anomalies, we have estimated the damping time scale in the depth range of 100-200 m in the control run cCTRL. From the monthly mean temperature values for the 180 yr of the control simulation a mean seasonal cycle has been subtracted to obtain monthly anomalies. Assuming that each time series X(t) can be approximated by an autoregressive process of order 1, AR[1], X(t ϩ ⌬t) ϭ ␣X(t) ϩ (t), where (t) represents white noise, one can estimate ␣ ϭ ͗X(t), X(t ϩ ⌬t)͘/͗X(t), X(t)͘ and the corresponding time scale ϭ ⌬t/(1 Ϫ ␣ ) with ⌬t ϭ 1 month. In the South Atlantic region (0°-40°S) we find Ϸ 25 months, in the Southern Ocean (40°-70°S, 10°-160°W) the estimate yields Ϸ 20 months. A heating rate ⌬q* Ϸ 0.3 K yr Ϫ1 therefore produces a temperature anomaly ⌬T Ϸ ⌬q* Ϸ 0.5 K, which is of the same order of magnitude as the one simulated.
Changes in u* can be caused by both anomalies in temperature and salinity through their effects on density. To demonstrate that the changes in salt are primarily responsible for the bolus velocity anomalies, we present the time series of experiment cFC20 for two cases in which salinity (Fig. 14, top) , or temperature (Fig. 14, bottom) of the control run are constant in the diagnostic calculations of Eq. (1). Ignoring changes in salinity, results in small heating rates that are not well correlated with the temperature anomalies. Conversely, keeping temperature constant, substantial heating anomalies are obtained that exceed those from the full calculation of ⌬q* (Fig. 14, top) . This demonstrates that it is the changes in salinity that are mainly responsible for the movement of the isopycnals and the induced bolus velocity anomalies.
Discussion and conclusions
Using two independent coupled climate models of differing complexity freshwater flux experiments were performed to investigate the robustness of the temperature response in the South Atlantic-Southern Ocean area, which results from large changes in the Atlantic MOC. These were induced by delivering linearly in- creasing freshwater fluxes to the North Atlantic between 50°and 70°N. To keep the global mean salinity constant, the same total freshwater flux was extracted uniformly from the remaining ocean area. We showed that in the Southern Ocean, this salt flux moves the position of the outcropping isopycnals equatorward and thus increases the isopycnal slope. This induces an anomalous bolus velocity that tends to restore the position of the isopycnals. Superimposed on strong temperature gradients in the Southern Ocean, this leads to warming in those areas. In an experiment in which no such compensation is applied, the warming in the Southern Ocean is smaller in extent and the bolus heating anomalies are very small or even negative in sign. Therefore, a substantial part of the warming in the Southern Ocean is due to the locally applied salt flux intended to balance the global mean salinity.
We have shown that this mechanism is present in two very different coupled models both of which include FIG. 12 . Same as in Fig. 11 , but for the area of the Southern Ocean (70°-40°S, 10°-160°W).
FIG. 14. Time series of the temperature anomaly (bold) and the heating anomaly ⌬q* (black fine) averaged over the area of the Southern Ocean (70°-40°S, 10°-160°W) for expt cFC20. The influence of changes in salinity or temperature on the bolus velocity u* and hence ⌬q* are determined by keeping (top) salinity or (bottom) temperature at the values of the control run when evaluating u*. Lines denote the three heating anomaly components as in Fig. 13.   FIG. 11 . Time series of the temperature anomaly (bold) and the heating anomaly (top) ⌬q (black fine) and (bottom) ⌬q* (black fine) averaged over the area of the South Atlantic (40°S-0°, 60°W-20°E as shown) for expt cFC20. Lines denote the three heating anomaly components Ϫ(⌬u) · ١T (long dashed), Ϫu · ⌬(١T) (short dashed), and Ϫ(⌬u) · ⌬(١T) (short and long dashed) for ⌬q and ⌬q* according to (4).
FIG. 13. Time series of the temperature anomaly (bold) and the heating anomaly ⌬q* (black fine) averaged over the area of the Southern Ocean (70°-40°S, 10°-160°W) for expt (top) cFC20 and (bottom) cFN20. Lines denote the three heating anomaly components Ϫ(⌬u*) · ١T (long dashed), Ϫu* · ⌬(١T) (short dashed), and Ϫ(⌬u*) · ⌬(١T) (short and long dashed) according to (4). comprehensive ocean components. This suggests that the mechanism may be a robust feature that is not dependent on the exact formulation of the coupled model. Consistent with our mechanism, the warming signal in the Southern Ocean is substantially reduced if the GM-mixing scheme is not utilized. Indeed, GM mixing is not employed in the models of Manabe and Stouffer (2000) , and these transient simulations only show warming in the South Atlantic. Temperature differences between two different modes (MOC on and MOC off), however, exhibit widespread warming in the Southern Hemisphere (e.g., Manabe and Stouffer 1999) indicating that the long-term evolution is not dependent on the response of the GM mixing to the compensation. This is consistent with our additional experiments (eFC02, eFN02, etc.) where we found that the weak compensation in the 0.2-Sv freshwater experiments did not alter the response in the Southern Ocean. However, the presence of GM mixing in this model enhanced warming of the Southern Ocean substantially due to the southward advection of temperature anomalies of the South Atlantic by the mean bolus circulation.
Our results have implications for the interpretation of freshwater hosing simulations using global climate models. It was noted that the response of these models is robust in the Northern Hemisphere, but outside the Atlantic Ocean basin, temperature changes exhibit inconsistent signs between different models (Stocker 2002) . Although the two experimental setups cannot be compared quantitatively, it is evident that the Hadley model produces a widespread warming in the Southern Hemisphere (Vellinga and Wood 2002) , while the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) model shows cooling around Antarctica (Rind et al. 2001b ). Freshwater was compensated in the Hadley model experiments suggesting that the process described here may have contributed, if not determined, the warming in the Southern Hemisphere. On the other hand, Rind et al. (2001b) explained the cooling in the GISS model as a consequence of an accelerated Antarctic Circumpolar Current, increased heat divergence and sea ice extent around Antarctica. Based on recent experiments using a coupled model of intermediate complexity, Knutti et al. (2004) showed a strong and extended bipolar seesaw response in the Southern Hemisphere. Their simulations used global salt compensation, and we must conclude that part of their warming and its synchroneity with the applied freshwater flux forcing in the North Atlantic were likely caused by this choice. Therefore, salt compensation tends to enhance the temperature response in the Southern Hemisphere by anomalies of the bolus velocity field, particularly when the perturbations are strong and applied as relatively short pulses.
Nevertheless, in the model intercomparison experiments by Stouffer et al. (2006) , a clear warming in large parts of the Southern Hemisphere is obtained in the strong forcing case, although none of the model used salt compensation fluxes. The pattern of the warming is quite similar to that obtained with the present model for experiment cFN20 (see Fig. 2b ). This suggests that the bipolar seesaw response is not an artifact of choices of freshwater forcing associated with global compensation, but can still be considered a characteristic global response of the climate system to large changes in the Atlantic MOC. This is corroborated in experiments with a freshwater perturbation of a maximum of only 0.2 Sv. In addition, we found that the compensation is unimportant. However, the GM mixing is crucial to spread the warming from the South Atlantic into the Southern Ocean through the mean bolus overturning that is caused by the outcropping isopycnals in the Southern Ocean.
Our results may also be important in the context of meltwater events around Antarctica during the Late Pleistocene. Marine sediments (Kanfoush et al. 2000) and global sea level reconstructions (Clark et al. 2002a) indicate that meltwater pulses have originated from Antarctica several times during the last ice age including the deglaciation phase. Indeed, model simulations suggest that changes in the surface buoyancy balance in the Southern Ocean can have far-reaching impacts on the global circulation and water mass composition. Freshening the densest waters of the World Ocean allows North Atlantic Deep Water to penetrate deeper and farther south in the Atlantic Ocean (Stocker et al. 1992a; Knorr and Lohmann 2003) , and this may eventually trigger the resumption of a reduced MOC in the Atlantic. However, in another model, the global spreading of the freshwater from the Southern Ocean results in a nearly insensitive Atlantic MOC (Stouffer et al. 2007) . Also, reducing the density of Antarctic Intermediate Water strengthens the Atlantic MOC and may constitute an important mechanism during deglaciation (Weaver et al. 2003) .
Apparently, the combination of paleoclimatic reconstructions suggests a rather intricate coupling of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres during deglaciation (Stocker 2003) . The mechanism we have proposed in this study would enhance the response of the sea surface to meltwater discharge around Antarctica. The meltwater first initiates a cooling because warmer waters are no longer being mixed up to the surface. The freshening moves the outcropping isopycnals poleward, which decreases their slope. Eddy-induced mixing decreases and produces a bolus heat divergence, which enhances the cooling. The enhanced cooling acts as to move the outcropping isopycnals equatorward and restore their position. In contrast to the North Atlantic, where ⌬q dominates, the cooling caused by the divergence of bolus heat flux, ⌬q*, could represent a major perturbation to the heat balance of the Southern Ocean.
